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Recently much attention has been focused upon the role of the
female in. industry.

Despite a determined effort by government, civil

rights and women's groups, the female who reaches top management in
business is still an exception.

Although females are not a minority

group, their representation in skilled, high paying jobs is minimal.
In addition, even in instances where women have attained positions
equal to men, their salary levels are unequal.

The U. S. Dept. of

Labor and U. S. Bureau .o_f the Census statistics illustrate this
discrepancy (Bas.s, Krussell, and A_lexander, 1971-2).

It has been

noted, for example (Schein,l972), that female industrial psychologists' average income in 1970 was $15,248, while males with the same
training averaged $25,523.

As females move into higher level positions,

their income becomes more differentiated from their male counterparts.
Schein's survey (1972) shows the ninetieth percentile salaries for men
was $40,000, while the ninetieth percentile for women was $21,050.
Furthermore, the gap between male and female income levels is increasing.
Differences between average managerial and professional salaries for
males versus females have increased from $1,500 in 1949 to $5,400 in
1969 (Verway, 1972).

It is therefore apparent that sex discrimination

is prevalent in industry.
Several factors can be cited as the cause of sex discrimination.
A major source of sex discrimination stems from sociological factors
prevalent in American society.

Cultural influences such as child
1

2

rearing practices both in home and school may contribute to differentiated role expectations for males and females.

Such

expect~tions

may result in different vocational attitudes and limited educational
oppor~unities

for females.

These cultural factors have been offered as reasons accounting
for the large percentage of females employed in low-level, semi-skilled,
or unskilled positions in organizations (Brenner, 1972; Megargagee,

1969; Smith and Kerr, 1972).

Differentiated vocational choices in

higher education can be seen in data from the 1972 census which shows
only 2.8% of college female graduates received degrees in accounting
or business as compared to 22% of male graduates.

The differentiated

role expectations are reflected in numerous surveys regarding ·a ttitudes
toward females in supervisory positions (Robertson, 1973; Verway, 1972)
and are manifested in industry by a reluctance to promote females into
higher level positions (Bass, et al., 1972).

Furthermore, Day and

Stogdill (1972) investigating leader behavior of male and female
supervisors note that, with equal abilities, training, and effectiveness scores, males advanced more rapidly than females.

Day and

Stogdill conclude, " ... these findings suggest that slow advancement
when it occurs on the part of women supervisors is not a result of
ineffectiveness or lack of such factors as influence, predictive
accuracy, or reconciliation of conflicting demands, but a result of
their being females ... "
Recently, with the advent of Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) interest in sexual discrimination (Peterson and
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Bryant, 1972) coupled with the realization that utilizing females
in higher level jobs will maximize potential human resources within
the organization, personnel directors throughout the country have
been

~ttempting

to identify women who have management potential

(Bray, 1971; Kay, 1972).

Nevertheless, Kay estimates that progress

toward equality of opportunity for women is three to five years behind
that of racial equality.

This inequality may be partially attributable

to the fact that well designed, behavior-oriented research pertaining
to sex discrimination in selection and performance evaluation is
sparse.

Rosen and Jerdee (1973) examined sex-role stereotype influence

on evaluation of male and female supervisors.

Their findings did not

provide sufficient evidence to conclude that male supervisors are
rated higher than female supervisors.

However, direct comparisons

between male and female supervisors depicting four different supervisory
styles did show a significant difference.

Ratings for male and female

supervisors, using a 7 point semantic differential, were summed for
each of four supervisory styles including reward, threat, helping,
and dependent approaches.

Holding all conditions constant for each

supervisory style except for the sex of the supervisor, males were
rated significantly higher than females by judges of both sexes
when the reward condition was presented.

Other studies, by Klein

(1950) and Scheinfeld (1944) document a tendency toward prejudicial
evaluation of women's work by men; and Glmer (1961) concluded that
over 65% of male managers believed that women would be inferior to
men in supervisory positions.

Women's evaluations of other women
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regarding· their professional competency are also reported to be
biased.

Goldberg (1968) asked a group of college females to eval-

uate· a journal article which was attributed to a male author in some
cases and · to a female author in other cases . . Evaluations were higher
when subjects believed the article was submitted py a male author.
These findings indicate that a factor other than the specified
performance to be appraised, i.e. sex of the evaluatee, is involved
in the evaluation process.

·rt is therefore essential to identify

sources of sex bias in both selection and performance evaluation,
and to reveal which industrial methods are particularly vulnerable
to sex bias.
In recent years, simulation techniques have gained prominence
in industry.
techniques'

Unfortunately, little research exists regarding simulation
pronenes~

to sex bias.

The simulation techniques of focal

interest in this study, role-playing and the in-basket, have been
recognized by some investigators as having satisfactory psychometric
qualities (Frederiksen, 1957; Stogdill, 1969; Meyer, 1970).

However,

no research has been done to examine if sexual bias is present in the
evaluation of in-basket and role-playing behaviors.
It was the purpose of this study to determine whether sex
bias existed in the evaluation of in-basket and role-playing performances of supervisors in a fictitious organization.
designed to answer the following questions:

The study was
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1.

Is there a significant difference in ratings of leadership
characteristics of a ratee due to the ratee's sex?

(Is rater

bias present as a function of the sex of the ·r atee?)
2.

If bias due to the sex of the ratee is present, is it ·evident
in ratings of both oral (role-playing) and written (in-basket)
exercises?

3.

If bias exists in evaluating leadership performance of male and
female supervisors, is it moderated by sex of the raters, or
is it independent of sex of the raters as the joint results
Gilmer ( 1961), Goldberg ( 1968), ·ahd Rosen and Jerdee ( 1972)
suggest?

4.

If bias due to sex of the rater is present, is it present in
both oral (role-playing) and written (in-basket) exercises?

of

6
Method
Subjects
Subjects for this study were 45 female and 66 male undergraduate
studen_ts enr·olled in either Applied Psychology, Industrial Psychology,
or Introductory Psychology classes at Florida Technological University.
Instruments
Two exercises were used within the context of measuring
leadership skills.

The first exercise required the use of an in-basket

which is described by Byham (1970) as follows:
An in-basket exercise is a simulation of the contents
of an office manager's in-basket. The candidate is
instructed to go through the ·contents solving problems,
answering questions, seeking information, delegating,
organizing and planning, just as ·he (or she) might if
suddenly assuming the position.
The candidate's performance is then scored by a group
of trained raters.
The in-basket task utilized in this study was a modification
of In-basket I found in Problems in Supervision, (Jaffee, 1968).
Seventeen items were selected from the original in-basket to reduce
it from a two hour task to a 55 minute task.

Care was taken to

retain elements related to critical leadership skills present in the
original in-basket.

The modified in-basket is located in Appendix A,

permission to reproduce having been received from the author.
A bogus in-basket response was formulated by presenting the
modified in-basket exercise to an individual who was instructed to
respond as he would if he were actually taking the in-basket for
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evaluation purposes.

The bogus in-basket response was then altered

in order to establish an average response capable of eliciting a
wide range of scores from the subjects who were to evaluate the
bogus ·response on the graphic rating scales described below.

The

response was then submitted to a panel of five trained evaluators
unaware of the sex of the respondent or the purpose of the study for
the purpose of verifying the response was in fact an average one.
Mean ratings obtained from the evaluators on the four dimensions of
the

6 point graphic rating scale to be described below were:
Sensitivity
Organizing and Planning
Decision-making
Written Communication

X=
X=
X=
X=

2.7
3.0
2.7
2.9

The bogus in-basket response can be found in Appendix B.
The second exercise was a video-taped presentation of a supervisor providing feedback to a male subordinate.

The video-taped

presentation featured two actors role-playing the assigned positions,
i.e. supervisor and subordinate, in a fictitious organization .

The

role-players followed a fifteen minute script depicting a personnel
manager (supervisor) assisting one of his division chiefs (subordinate)
with problems in the division chief's section.

Two tapes were origin-

ally filmed holding all conditions constant with the exception of the
sex of :the supervisor.. A second set of two video-tapes was filmed with
different actors playing the role of the supervisor.

This replication

was performed to enable generalizing results with respect to sex bias,
thus preventing confounding produced by possible acti_ng differences
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of the male and female supervisors.

Thus sex bias which might other-

wise be attributed to other differences between the first set of
role-players could be correctly identified if present.
video~tapes

Each set of

consisted of one video-tape with the role of the supervisor

played by a female and one video-tape with the role of the supervisor
played by a male.

The role of the subordinate remained constant, as

the role was depicted by the same actor in all four films.
A copy of the script is present in Appendix D.
Dependent variables
Both exercises in this study required subjects to rate performance of the fictitious supervisor on certain leadership skills.
Subjects were briefly trained to accurately evaluate the
in-basket exercise by actually performing the task in order to recognize the behaviors involved in the decision-making process.

Subjects

were subsequently informed of the response deemed acceptable by the
author of the in-basket (Jaffee, 1968) and asked to rate the bogus
response on ten 5 point graphic rating scales each evaluating a skill
relevant to leadership including preparation, rapidity, time perspective,
delegation, degree of committment, problem analysis, planning and
organizing, effectiveness, attitude toward others, and written communication.

A copy of these rating scales can be located in Appendix E.
The above procedure was followed with additional instructions

to the subjects regarding combination of the above defined skills
into the behaviors to be evaluated on the final rating form which
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included four dimensions of leadership -- sensitivity, organizing
and planning, decision-making, and written communication, in compliance with the sample

tes~

Supervision (Jaffee ,- _._196B) •·

used for In-basket I, in Problems in
Subjects were advised to combine the

ratings of skills included in each leadership dimension and reinterpret the score in terms of a

6 point graphic rating scale to minimize

the effects of central tendency.

The original skills were combined

as follows-:
Sensitivity: Derived from combination of ratings of
time perspective, problem analysis, and
attitude toward others.
Organizing and planning: Derived from combination of ratings of
preparation, systematic approach to
problem solving, and delegation.
Decision-making: Derived from combination of ratings of
rapidity, willingness to make decisions,
Written Communication : Derived from rater's impression of
respondent's style and clarity of writing.
A copy of these rating scales can also be located in Appendix

c.

The supervisor's performance on the video-tape presentation
was rated on items from the revised Leadership Behavior Description
Questionnaire (LBDQ) which referred to behaviors exhibited in the
script.

The LBDQ taps two dimensions of leadership identified as:
a) Consideration
Including items describing behavior indicative of
friendship, mutual trust and respect, and good
human relations skills.
b) Initiation of structure
Including items denoting the behavior of the
leader in organizing and defining his/her
relationships with subordinates, in defining
interactions among group members, establishing
ways of getting things done, scheduling, and
criticizing.
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The LBDQ was selected as the measuring instrument for
evaluating leadership performance as it has been used to obtain
descriptions of leader behavi_or of males and females (Stogdill and
Day, 1972} .~ -· No sex bias was noted on evaluations made with this
instrument when males and females of equal ability were compared ina leadership rating in the military.

Fleishman (1970) has adapted

the LBDQ for industry referring to it as the Supervisory Behavior
Description (SED).

The SED was presented to workers in one of

International Harvester Company's plants who rated their male foremen.
Predictive validity correlations with supervisors' ratings of their
foremen were in the 40's.

Fleishman (1970) also notes th~t inter-

rater reliabili ties for the SED are satisfactory, as are test-retest
reliability coefficients, with the reliability ranging from .75 to
.87 over a period of eleven months.
Forty-five items which described behaviors exhibited in the
script were selected from the SED.

Each item was rated from 0 to 4,

with a possible score of 104 for Consideration and 76 for Initiation
of Structure.

The instrument can be found in Appendix E.

Procedure
A total of 55 students from two classes, one Applied
Psychology class and one Industrial Psychology class, evaluated the
performance of a fictitious supervisor in the two simulated exercises,
i.e. in-basket and role-playing, designed to measure leadership
performance.

Members of each class were randomly assigned to either

11

the male or female supervisor condition.
After the 55 S's were briefly trained to evaluate the in-basket,
the bogus in-basket response was submitted for evaluation.

Cover

sheets identifying the bogus respondent as either male or female were
attached to the bogus response and the material was distributed randomly
to S's, yielding groups of 26 and 29 S's rating responses attributed to
female and male supervisors respectively.

The cover sheet denoted

the sex of the respondent as follows:
This is the in-basket response made by John (Joan) Griffin.
He (she) completed the task in 55 minutes. Kindly rate
him (her) on the actions he (she) has taken.
The respondent was then rated on the previously described
scales -- sensitivity, organizing and planning, decision-making,
and written communication.
At a later date 49 of the 55 subjects wbo evaluated the in-basket
task but were not specifically trained to rate the role-playing exercise
were randomly divided into two groups to view the first set of tapes.
One group of 23 S's viewed the video-tape presentation of a male
supervisor, and the second group of 26 S's viewed the female supervisor.
All S's, using the SED, then rated the performance of the supervisor
whom they viewed.

The person portrayed in the role-playing situation

was different from the in-basket respondent as there was no interest
in carry-over effects from one exercise to the other.
Another class, consisting of 56 students enrolled in
Introductory Psychology, was presented only with the second set of
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the video-tape performance task to insure generalizability of results.
The 56 S's were randomly assigned
supervispr~

~o

view either the male or female
-

condition, resulting in 29 ratings of the male supervisor

and 27 ratings of the female supervisor.

Following the viewing,

all S's evaluated the supervisor's performance on the SED.
Statistical Analysis
Findings were analyzed in terms of four 2 X 2 ANOVA'S, fixed
effects model, for the in-basket exercise, the independent variables
examined being sex of ratee and sex of rater.

Analysis using the

unweighted means solution to account for unequal N's were performed
on each dimension measured by the in-basket task (Winer, 1962).
Two 2 X 2 ANOVA'S (fixed effects model, unweighted means
solution) were performed for each set of role-playing video-tapes.
Both independent variables, sex of ratee and sex of rater, were
examined on the two supervisory leadership skills measured by the
SED.
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RESULTS
Effects cf supervisor's sex
The major concern of this study was to determine whether sex
bias existed in the evaluation of in-basket and role-playing performances of supervisors on various dimensions of leadership.
First, an attempt was made to determine whether or not there
would be a statistical difference between ratings of males versus
ratings of females performing on the in-basket task.

Although each

rater evaluated identical bogus re·s ponses, ratings on each of the
four dimensions measured were not the same for responses attributed
to females as for those attributed to males, but these ratings were
not significantly different.

The mean ratings of the leadership

dimensions measured by the in-basket exercise - - sensitivity,
organizing and planning, decision-making, and written communication,
along with the grand means summed across the four dimensions measured,
can be found in Table 1.

Analyses of variance were conducted on

each of the four dimensions.
F (see Table 5- Table 8).

Summary tables may be found in Appendix
Results of these analyses show no signifi-

cant effects of the ratee's sex on sensitivity, organizing and
planning, decision-making, and written communication when male and
female supervisors are rated by a group of male versus female
evaluators.
Table 2 depicts mean scores for the male and female super-
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TABLE 2
Mean Evaluations of
Role-playing Leadership
Skills (Role-playing I)
--

Female Ratees
Raters

Male Ratees
~emale

Female

Male

(n=lJ)

(n~ls)

(n-:26) 11 n-1 0)

i(n~ll)

!( n~~~)

( n-ho)

All

Male

All

Total

Skills
Consideration

31.20

29.50

30.15

28.50

33.54

31.35

32.72

Initiation
of
Structure

57.20

51.44

53.65

61.30

54.85

58.07 .

55.53

Total Score

88.40

80.94

83.81

89.80

88.38

89.00

86.24

Notes.

The grand means in this table are based upon the

entire sample of male and female students who viewed one of- the
video-tapes included in Set 1. · They are derived from individual
ratings summed over the two dimensions measured by the SED

(45 items each with a scoring range of 0- 4).
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visors rated on their role-playing performances in Set I.

Examination

of this table shows some differences in mean ratings, the male ratees
scoring higher than the females on each of the two dimensions
measured by the SBD -- Consideration and Initiation of Structure.
Analyses of variance conducted on each dimension, · however, failed
to reach statistical significance.
Mean evaluations for the role-playing performances of the
male and female supervisors acting in Role-playing Set II of the
video-tape films are presented in Table 3.

Examination of Table 3

shows that scores for these ratees were in the opposite direction
from the original evaluations based upon performances in Set I of
the video-tapes.

The male supervisor in Set II received lower scores

than the female supervisor on both dimensions of the SBD.

Analyses

of variance were conducted on each dimension of both sets of
video-taped performances

A statistically significant difference

was yielded only on the Initiation of Structure dimension in Set II
( F = 6. 332, df = 1, 52,

p

<· 05),

with the male supervisor in Set II

rated significantly lower than the female supervisor on this leadership skill.

ANOVA summary tables for the role-playing tasks may

be found in Appendix F (Table 9- Table 12).
These results indicate that the in-basket assessment technique
is free from sex bias when a supervisor is rated by judges of both
sexes; however, sex bias may exist in the evaluation of supervisory
performance in role-playing situations involving skills related to

17

TABLE 3
Mean Evaluations of
Role-playing Leadership
Skills (Role-playing II:)

Raters

Female Ratees

Male Ratees

Female Male
All
(n=lO) (n=l7) (n=27)

Female Male
All
(n=l3) (n=l6) (n=29)

Total
(n=56)

Skills
Consideration

37.80

31.12

33.59

25.46

33.56

29.93

31.70

Initiation
of
Structure

60.10

59-94

60.00

47.84

57-75

53.31

56.54

Total Score

97-90

91.06

93.22

73.31

91.31

83.24

88.23

Notes.

The grand means in this table are based upon the

entire sample of male and female students who viewed one of the
video-tapes included in Set 2.

They are derived from individual

ratings summed over the two dimensions measured by the SBD
(45 items each with a scoring range of 0-

4).
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initiating structure.

It may therefore be concluded that bias

due to sex of the supervisor is not evident in written (in-basket)
exercises; however, lack of replication of role-playing results
precludes drawing any definite conclusions related to the oral
(role-playing) exercise.
Effects of rater's sex and sex of ratee
The second major question this study inve.stigated was related
to sex of the evaluators.

An attempt was made to determine whether

an interaction effect due to sex of the rater and sex of the ratee
~as

present.

Analyses performed on the four in-basket dimensions

were inspected first.

No statistically significant interaction

effects were noted.
Next results from Role-playing Group I were examined, with
no significant interactions on either Consideration or Initiation
of Structure.

The summary of Analysis of Variance for Role-playing

Group II measuring Consideration, presented in Table 11, shows the
only statistically significant interaction yielded by this study
(F = 5.675, df = 1, 52,

p ·~.05).

Interaction effects for the

other dimension measured by the SBD, Initiation of Structure, did
not reach significance in data of Role-playing Group II.
Post-mortem tests (Winer, 1962) were performed to identify
the nature of the interaction noted on the Consideration dimension.
Results of these tests, found in Table 13, illustrate that female
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raters made significant distinctions between male and female ratees
(F

= 7. 93,

df

= 1, 52,

p<. 01), while male raters did not.

shown in Table 13 may be located in Appendix F.

Results

As can be seen in

Table 4, · female raters' mean evaluations for female ratees were
significantly higher than the female raters' mean evaluations for
the male ratees.
Effects of rater's sex
Further data analysis examined the main effects of the
rater's sex.

A significant main effect due to sex of the rater on

the dimensions measured by the in-basket was noted only for the
written communication skill (F

= 8.173,

df

= 1,51,

p<.Ol).

Data

from the other dimensions measured by the in-basket task did not
reach statistical significance.

Table 1 illustrates that females'

evaluations of written communication skills of both male and female
supervisors is lower than evaluations submitted by male raters.
The mean score given on this dimension by females was 2.81, while
the mean score submitted by males was 3.76.

This result indicates

that ratings produced by the in-basket technique of evaluating
leadership skills of males and females may be influenced by
the sex of the raters when written communications skills are being
measured, with females being more conservative in their evaluation
of this dimension.

A lack of statistical significance on the

20

TABLE

4

Mean Evaluations
for Interaction Effects
Role-Playing .II, Consideration
Female
Ratees

Male
Ratees

Total

Female
Raters

37.80

25.46

31.63

Male
Raters

31.12

33.56

32.34

Total

34.46

29.51

31.98
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other dimensions -- sensitivity, organizing and planning, and
decision-making, suggests that the in-basket is free from rater
sex bias when these skills are being evaluated.
Next, analyses from Role-playing Group I were examined.
Significant main effects due to rater's sex were found in ratings
of the Iniation of Structure dimension (F

= 8.888,

df

= 1,45,

p<.Ol).

Table 2 shows female evaluators' mean ratings of supervisors of both
sexes on this dimension to be 59.5, while male evaluators' mean
ratings for both male and female supervisors was 53.1.

Therefore,

it may be concluded that ratings based upon performances of roleplayers in Set 1 on the Initiation of Structure dimension were
affected by the sex of the evaluators, resulting in lower scores
being submitted by the male raters.
Higher ratings submitted by female judges on the Initiation
of Structure dimension were not found in the replication of the
investigation of data from Role-playing Group II.

No significant

differences were yielded in the summary tables for either the
Initiation of Structure or Consideration dimensions when examining
the sex of the rater (see Appendix F, Table 11 - Table 12) for
Role-playing II ANOVA results.
The above data illustrates that bias due to the sex of the
rater in rating male and female supervisors is not present in the
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measurement of three leadership skills measured by the written
exercise (in-basket)

sensitivity, organizing and planning, and

'1ecision-making, but is evident when male and female judges evaluate
written communication skills.

Inferences pertaining to proneness

of the oral exercise (role-playing) to bias due to sex of the
rater may not be drawn due to lack of verification between results
of Role-playing I and Role-playing II.
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DISCUSSION
In-Basket exercise

-The most interesting finding to emerge -from the present
investigation is that the in-basket assessment procedure is free
from bias due to the sex of the ratee when leadership skills of
.sensitivity, organizing and planning, decision-making, and written
communication skills are being evaluated.

Use of the in-basket

in industry is increasing and knowledge of this exercise's lack
of ratee sex bias will enable employees to better identify females
with leadership potential.

Sex bias in performance appraisal, and

specifically a task's inability .to assess leadership potential of
candidates irrespective of the ratee's sex, has been offered as a
major factor responsible for the limited number of females in
positions of leadership in industry.

Several investigators have

attempted to identify non-biased assessment techniques (Megargagee,

1961; Quinn, 1969); however, no investigations have previously been
made with reference to the in-basket's proneness to sex bias.

Quinn

(1969) noted that supervisory ratings reflected little positive bias
when characteristics of the rater and ratee were similar, i.e. males
rating males, females rating females, but did not examine simulation
exercises such as the in-basket.
Results from the in-basket exercise in the present study
indicate that both males and females can be assessed by male and
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female raters producing evaluations that are non-biased regarding
sex of the ratee.

One caution must be emphasized.

Evaluations were affected by

the sex of the rater regarding written communication skills ·on the
in-basket task.

If it is essential to rate this quality, sex of

the rater must be considered as females appear to be more conservat1ve
in their ratings than males are.

The female .j udges tend to rate

supervisors of both sexes significantly lower than male judges.
Problems will develop, however, only if a subset of ratees are
evaluated by women.
by

More specifically, if female cand·dates j dged

female raters on written communication skills are compared wri

male candidates evaluated by ma e judges, sex bias as suggested by
Q:uinn

(1969) may in fact exist, but only under this

condition which can be avoided.
women are being promo ed
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Lack of significance for any main effects due to sex of the
ratee on the four dimensions contradicts conclusions drawn by Goldberg

(1968) when he found. that women are prejudiced against females when
evaluati~g

written skills.

The present study shows that women will

rate both females and males lower than ratings submitted by males
when evaluating written communication skills, but noted no statistically
significant difference between females' evaluations of male versus
female ratees on the written exercise.

These findings indicate that

the in-basket exercise is free from sex bias due to the sex of the
ratee as neither a main effect of ratee's sex nor an interaction
between sex of the rater and ratee were disclosed.

Thus, the in-basket

can be used with confidence to identify females as well as males with
leadership potential without being concerned about sex bias.
Role-playing exercise
The role-playing exercise was devised as a technique to afford
the actors an opportunity to display a wide range of oral leadership
skills.

Results of the first set of films, as specified in the

previous section, showed that the original role-playing films (Set I)
were free from sex bias due to ratee, although female raters submitted
significantly higher ratings for both sexes than male raters when
evaluating Initiation of Structure.
Unfortunately, results from Role-playing I were not replicated.
The second set of video-tapes (one male supervisor and one female
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supervisor in each set) was filmed with the specific intent of
enabling generalization to all male and female ratees.
not the case.

This was

In the role-playing films of Set I,_ it was

females submitted higher evaluations than males when

fo~d t~hat

~yal~ating

Initiation of Structure, while in the role-playing films of Set II
male raters did not submit statistically significantly lower
evaluations than the female raters for this dimension.

Nor were

the performances evaluated by Group II free -from bias due to sex of
the ratee on the Initiation of Structure dimension, as they were in
Group I; male ratees being rated significantly lower than females.
No main effect of sex of ratee was observed on video-tapes from Set II
when Consideration was evaluated, however a significant interaction
effect was noted on the Consideration dimension when female raters
judged male versus female ratees.

The female raters evaluated female

ratees significantly higher than the male ratees, while the male raters
did not make this distinction.

This was not present in results from

Set I.
These conflicting results between ratings given by viewers
of video-tape performances in Set I and video-tape performances in
Set II may be attributed to several factors.

The actual video-taping

procedure was exceedingly poor making it impossible to produce two
identical sets of tapes.

Due to technical limitations, actors read

their scripts, thus the simulation of an actual situation was
unrealistic.

The male and female ratees read their script with
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equal expression in Set I; while the actors in Set II were not as
well paired, nor did they read as expressively as the pair -in Set I.
These unequal performances might account for the differences between
the two sets of evaluations from Group I and Group II and also for
the higher rating given to the female supervisor than to the male
on the Initiation of Structure dimension in Set II, as the female's
expressions were more forceful and obvious than the male's whose
performance was more natural.

The reading of the script may also

have confounded the ability for Consideration behaviors to be elicited
by all performers equally.

Acting differences between performers

in Set I and Set II may also have caused a significant interaction
between sex of rater and sex of ratee in Set II but not in Set I on
the consideration dimension.

Thus acting differences may in fact

have been responsible for the disparity between results of Set I
and Set II.
Another contaminating factor causing the disparity in results
between Set I and Set II may have been the subjects themselves.
Video-tape Set I was viewed by members of an Introductory Psychology
class who were not as familiar with industrial problems as S's in
Group II.

Group II S's consisted of members of either Applied

Psychology or Industrial Psychology classes, many of whom had prior
knowledge of sex bias in assessment and who may have been aware of
the purpose of the study.

Thus Group II S's viewing the female

supervisor may have been more prone to recognizing a female's abilities
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in a leadership role requiring supervision of a male subordinate,
thus their ratings may have been more objective than ratings
submitted by Group I, with s_u bjects rating the female supervisor
on behaviors

displaye~

rqther than on expectations.

Subjects viewing

Set I who had no previous knowledge of sex bias would not respond
similarly, as they would be more influenced by role expectations of
a female deferring to a male.
In addition, a final problem arose when Set II was being
presented which did not occur for Set I.

Before S's in Group II

were randomly divided to view either the male or the female supervisor
(the reason for separating the group was unknown to S's), the monitor
which was set up with the male -supervisor's tape was accidentally
turned on, thus the S's viewing the female tape may have been
aware of a sex variable causing them to be more conscious of the
leadership behaviors elicited when evaluating the female's performance.
This mechanical accident may be responsible for Group II submitting
higher female evaluations than male, and higher ratings for the
female than Group I.
In view of these major flaws, results from the replicated
set of films did not confirm results from Set I.

The disparity

between results of the two video-tape sets precludes drawing any
conclusions from the role-playing portion of this study.
Conclusion
It must be noted that the subjects used in both exercises
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investigated by this study were college students who may not be
representative of the population ultimately using the in-basket
and role-playing techniques in industry.

Had this study been conduc-

ted usi·n g industrial workers, the results might have been different.
As pointed out by Richards and Jaffee, "Many industrial workers
have attitudes that are more conservative than the typical college
student's," thus the reactions of employees to a female supervisor
could be more negative.
Keeping in mind the limitations apparent in this study,
certain conclusions may be drawn.

Industry's need for assessment

techniques which are free from sex bias is growing.

Bray (1971)

notes that, " ... many organizations want to open up channels of ·
advancement for women ... but management hesitates because of doubts
that it can accurately identify those with high potential ... "

The

present study indicates that with regard to certain leadership
skills -- sensitivity, organizing and planning, decision-making,
and written communication, the in-basket exercise is free from
sex bias.

Caution should be used however, when ratings of written

communication skills submitted by females are compared with those
submitted oy males, as females' ratings of ratees tend to be
lower than males'.
Due to the utilization of only college students as subjects
evaluating performance, the author recommends that this study be
replicated in an industrial environment.

Care should be taken to
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minimize the flaws present in the role-playing exercise as presented
in this study.

-·- In view of the lack of proneness to sex bias present in the
in-basket exercise, this instrument is recommended to be included
in assessment procedures attempting to identify potential leadership
qualities in both male and female candidates for supervisory positions.
More research must be performed before this conclusion can be drawn
for role-playing techniques.

APPENDIX A

In-Basket

lf\1-BASt<ET l

INSTRUCTfOf·JS

For purpos~s of thjs e)~crci s c each one of you is to
con:.idcr h i m ~~·]f \Viii Judd, shift sttpl..'r\'i:>Or o f producti on of lh~ C co m~tric !\1an ~ lf~ctur i n g and Dc,;dO?mcn t Comp any. The Geometric C'omp Jny has. just
1nade you th'.! new shift sup~r v isur of productio:L
Your company doc re search and d ~ vclopmcnt work
in th\! a1ea of ~~~ ~ Hnic-powcred engines :Jnd abo produc,~s ::1 number uf di ffercn t en gillt-.s for comm erci:tl
use. You have just arrivt.!d in your new job. Mr.
V/alter ~14!~ u n, your predecessor, d1.:d suddenly of a
heart att ack Friday evening. Yuu were notified F riday at 8 p.m. of your new =.~ppqintmcnt; and. bcc·)usc of the need to take c3rc of some bst-minute
detail) in your old job ) you could not come to your
new job until tl1day. Today is SundJy, September 11.
The situation ~~ ·obviously hyputh~.?tic a l, but you nrc
to work just as you would if you should find yourself in a similar situation in the future. Although
the situation is artificial, with somt! unrealistic rl'strictions on the tin1e allowed you and the methods
and activities you can employ in communicating with
others, the prob!cms arc re~d, obtained frum actu~ll
situations supervisors have encount e r~d on their jobs.
You have to leave your ··office" promptly in one
hour to catch a plane for an import.t nt meeting \vhidl
you had conllilit tl.:d your ~ L'!f to .u L~nd before you
learned of your appointment to your present po:;it \1..)\\ , YGu w\1t be::. "~ C)' DUS'f <hn in~ tht! mcetin ~ and
will not be able to tukc along anything to worJ.... on.
This meeting will keep yuu away both t\1unday and
Tuesday. You arc working on Sunday afternoon Ol.!cause you want to take c~lfe of anything that might
need your all~ntiu11 before \Vednesd:.ty.
Before coming tu your office you l1ave had about
an ltour·s chat witlt the Division Personnel Supcrintcnd~nt, Mr. St~vc Long, whu h:.td come down to the
plant j11st to InL'et you.
Mr. \\'alter ~bson was 58 years of ;1gc at the time
of his de a til. lie h~1d 35 yt.:ars of s~.?rvi~c with til~
comp~tny. II'.! was app:.trcntly in gu,)J health anti <!1J
an ac.kqu:tlc, although nut ouhtanding, job in !11~
postlJtlll. Ill! haJ ht' Cll shift S lljh~rvi ~;llf for tl ! ~ Lt ) t
fifteen years. Onl! uf his 111:1j ur ~li!Ti~ul!ics was hi s
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in:tbility to develop his subordin:ttes to take much of
the lo:~t!. i\.1r. Long said th:tt Mr. Steck appl'arcd to
be cnnccrncd auout thin gs thJt may have pikd up in
the off1 cc since Mr. tviason's death. He urged tll Jt
you shoulJ get on top of the job as soon as possib le.
Your new secrd:try, ~1iss Jane I3utler, had \vorked
as t\1r. ~·bSl)ll·s secrc:t ~uy for eight years. Sh e ha s a
reputation in the division for b~ing very efficient Jnd
!\1r. Long indicated that she should be of mu~h :J ssistance to you in getting orientt=d.
.Mr. Long had little to say about the other m~.;m·
bcr:; uf your future ~taff. He thoughl tlut ;,11. fdJ son
had m:tintaincd a good departme!lt, hut none of the
people arc particularly outstanJing.
l\lr. Steele's superior, lv1r. . Felton, is rebtivcl y
young. He has many new and somewhat ~dv a n<.: r d
ideas about managing people. He is aggressive and
uncoiupromising in his demands for efficiency but is
considered a warrn and friendly person.
Now that you have a brief b:1ckground for your
new position, you are ready to go on with the exercise. Remember, the day is Sunday, Sc ptember 11 .
You are Mr. Judd. You cannot reach anyone for
help. Your files arc locked and your secretary has
the key. You rnust work with tltc materi~ls at hand.
You have one hour. You will be gone l\lonuay and
Tu..:sday. You <.:annot take any of these n1ateri~! s
with you on your trip.
Your \Vorking ~quipmcn t consists of an orr,ani zJtional chJrt, a cakndar, and an in-lJaskr! t (pp. 9-6 8)
cont :J. ini11g the materials your secretary has 1dt on
your desk fur yuur atterllil)tl. These ma teriJls inc! udc lc t tl'rs, reports, memoranda, etc. Y u~1 have an
hour to do as. much as you can toward takin g c~rc of
till! problems which the 111aterials present. Ph~a se
indicate 011 each item why you arc taking the stt:ps
you have chosen and what you hope to accompli~h.
You arc requested to write down evc1ything you
decide or do. The back uf c~tcllmcmo is left blank to
providl.! you with (~Jtough room to record this inforJllJtiun. !\lakl.! m~mus tu y~.)ursc!f about thin gs yc..n1
will want to Ju after you get b:H:k. Dr:tft kttt.:rs . if
a ppr• >p ria tc , for your sccrc t~try tu prcp~HL'. J{ccurd
(in the furm of notes) what you will s:1y on tltl..'
phone, say directly to ~~i ~ s Butkr aJH.i oth•.'rs , :Htd
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n1ally would be lwndkd more intonn~Jlly, but it !s
Sunday, you arc new in your job, :uH.l you \Vill b.;
out of town for the next two days.

what your intcntiuns arc as well as your actions.
Note aguntb fur mt:ctings you m~y want to c~ll.
Sign p:tpcrs if appropriate. Ev~rything you deci<.le or
do should be in writ in g. Many of these things nor-
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PLANT
SUPERINTENDENT

J. C. Steele

DIV. SUPT.
PRODUCTION
Bo!> Rogers
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;2JS

SHIFT 1 SUPERVISOR
PRODUCTION

C. 0 . Evans

SHIFT 2 SUPERVISOR
PRODUCTION
Bob Smith

SHIFT 3 SUPERVISOR
PRODUCTION
Wtll Judd

DIV. SUPT.
PERSONNEL

OIV. SUPT.
MARKETING
Hal Wrlwn

Steve Long

I

SUPERVISOR
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Wes Janos

.~.
TV MANAGER

J. C. Campuell

PUBLIC RELATIONS
MANAGER
Lou Jackson

MP.RKET RESEARCH
SU PERVISOR
AI Wilson

,, .

OIV. SUPT.
ACCOUNTING
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Gr~::en

STATISTICAL CLERKS

Mary Smith
. Helen JonttS

CLERK

Herb

EdwJr~s

L.v
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125 ANDERSON STREET
ALLANDALE, NEW YORK

Fr iclav Even in('?

/"')

Hr. Judd,
,..
. ...::

";, .

· ~ . ~ -·

..

• J·

·,~ - :

:

.... _

. ...

.

.. . .

\\'elcome to your ne\·.1 jo b .

I' vc. ga tl1e:;red soDe ma tcrial

for you that I think you' 11 need.

/\ lot .of this is

1~at er i a l

that ~·1ason never got to anJ you' 11 have to straighten out.
Corning in to a job after Has on is going to mean an a\.J t ul

lot of uork for you as he had a '..Jay of

avoidin~

crucial decisions.

P.S. I'll see you when I get back from vacation.

certain

The Geometric

pa y

6

INTER·-OFFICE MErv10RA DUrv1

Aug us

To·

..:·1r. l.Jal tcr "\

From:

0, 19-

:.1s0P

Hcs Jones

Subject:

Personnel

Please let me 1 ave this fonn back at your car ies t conve ie
I've been looking over your

\C _.

eople and 1 want to promote Joe S t on

to that foreman's opening and I need ;our signature.

I recommend the promotion of Joe Sutton to Forewan.

Shift Su ervisor

The Geontetr!c Company
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INTER-OFFICE ~11Eiv10RANDUM

September .1, 19-

To:

,.Walter
.

From:

Mason

Bob Ro gers

Subject:

Annual incr e111 cnts

The following men are scheduled for bonus e s i f t hei r v;ork \-Jarrants
it.

Please initial each man you \.Jish to rcc c i v e t h e merit bonus.

Feather
Fingers

Sutton
Rollins
Jason
Calhoun
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INTER-OFFICE tv1EMORANDUM

September 3, 1g-

'fo:

From:

l·1r. Halt e-r t·1asun

Bob Rogers

Subject:

Production hours

Please see to it that the coffee breaks of the people
in your group aren't longer than 10 minutes.
running a country club you know.

\.,Terre

not

The Geon1etric Con1pany
INTER-OFFICE

4o

tv1Et\~ORA.~~DUM

su b 1~i.t vn i tten r~: 0uests for
ove r time to rr:c perso nally , three d2v s in advance of
exoect ed needs.

You Hi l l be r eq ui red to

Copies to:
Steele
Rogers
Long
Wilson
Green

Evans
Smi t h
~~las on
Jon e s
Campbell

Jackson
Wilson
r1arv Smith
Helen ,Jones
Edwards
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INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM
September 7 , 19-

v
'fo:

\~?alter

Hason
Bob Rogers

Fromr
SuLjecL:

S0fety

By next Monday hnve in my office a list of safety suggestions.

/
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Sept ember 6, 19-

N1;. Hason,
I'm going to quit my job ~s of the 15th of this month unless
something can be done about my job.
those pieces of
thing e'ls c.

alU1~1inwn

I'm going crazy putting

together Hi thou t a chance to do any-

..
f

The Geometric Con~pany
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INTER-OFFICE MEMORAt\jDUM

Sep tembcr 8, 19-

\./
,.

The vacation of Jane J~utler ·Hill commence · Sep- te.mLer 15

through the 29th.

Approved by:
Shift Supervi s or

Tl1e Geometric Company
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INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO ALL NO n.Lt\NAGENENT PERSONITEL

~o

more coffee breaks until

fu~ther

notice.

Anybody

/
)"

caught leaving early will be suspended.

September 2, 19-

Hr.

\~nl ter

Has on:

\.Jc the undcrsir,nctl are strongly a~ainst the

..

policy of gi vin[; mcri t bonuses.

\~e think

p o 1 i t i c a 1 , and an u n fa i r \.Jay to uri be

H

i't is

or k e r s •

plan to take it up 'H i til the union unless it is

stopped.
Feather
Sutton
Jason

Fox

Bruner

•

Hc

September 6, 19-

Hr.

~· fason,

I' 11 have to \·Jork overtioe to finish the installation
of the neH conveyor. belt by Septer.~ber 15, so I'll just

plan on uorking overtime all next \,reek.
per clay.

aL

Three hours

Tr1e Geortletric Company
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INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

September 2, 19-

,.
To:

From:

\..Jal t er Hason

Lou Jackson

Subject:
Dear

Community Relations

\~alter,

It has come to my attention tltat some of yourJ
people have been seen in some questionable areas of
to't..TTI.

You know hoH important good community relations

are for us.

I '"ish you Hould talk to some of them and

straighten this out.

Their names are:

Feather
Fingers
Sutton

Rollins

The Geometric Con~pa y
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INTER-OFFICE M Etv10RANDUM
.. ,..

August 12, 19

To All Shift Supervisors:
We

ar~

line.

planning to simplify t he j ob of the wan on the fabrication
If each man does a sma ll er portion of the entire job, things

should go faster because -they will all be specialists.
this '.vith your men as soon as

p ~ss i}le.

~
J

.

ct

Please discuss
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The Geometric Company
INTER-OFFICE ME~I10RA .ND UM
Septemuer. 1, 19-

Nr.

\~alter

dason,

\-yc h3vc gotten time on Chc1r nl!l 5 for a five mi

intervie\.; \-.ith the typical assemb ly line

te

or er.

must have the name of the man in my o f fic e by Se.

15.

Let's have a pleasant looking , pe rsonable, a

above all, upstanding individual.

Somebody suggt:s_e

Joe Sutton and unless I hear differently , 1 1 11 use

him.

T.V. lfanager

/

I

APPENDIX B
Bogus In-basket Response
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JOHN GRIFFIN

This is the in-basket response made by John Griffin .
He completed the task in 55 minutes.
written responses are included.
on the actions he has taken.

All of his

Kindly rate him
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JOAN GRIFFIN

This is the in-basket response made by Joan Griffin .
She completed the task in 55 minutes.
written responses are included.
the actions she has taken.

All of her

Kindly rate her on
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IN-BASKET -RESPONSE
Sept. 11
Away until Wed.
Personnel - Mr. Long
Jane Butler - Sec.
Plant Supt. - Mr. Steele

Mr. Felton - V.P.
(from introduction) Have talk with all employees, 14th.
# 9 - 14th, Wed., Find out when Secretary returns from vacation.
#11 - O.K. Sutton for foreman.
Ask for replacement for Jones.
#15 - Memo to Rogers to wait until I return from trip to review their
work progress and reports.
#17 - Memo to Sutton asking him to see you the 15th in office.
#21 - Tell employees at meeting on 14th to abide by break rules.
#23 - On 14th, go over production schedules for deliveries and see
if O.T. is needed.
#25- Memo to Sutton that you will speak to him on Wed., 14th.
#27 - Make note to speak to him on 14th as ·planned previously to
discuss any personal problems. In future, look for anything
that may be lacking in his work or schedule.
#29 - Post memo asking for safety rules to be suggested from employees
immediately.
#37 - Evaluate person for a better position as soon as possible.
#39 - Approve and sign secretary's vacation.
#49 - Ask secy. to hold until after meeting on 14th.
#53 - Schedule meeting for 15th; memos to Feather, Sutton, Jason, Fox,
and Bruner to advise them of situation and ask them to wait until
15th when you will have had a chance to look into matter.
#57 - Have secy. send memo to Al to go ahead this time.
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#59 - Set up appt. to follow one on ~2rit bonus and let Finger,
Feather, Sutton, and Rollins kno:·J about it.
#63 - Memo to Steele and Rogers that this will be discussed at
meeting the 14th.

1167 - Give Campbell 0. K. on Sutton. Don't kno\v of . anyone better right
ilO\.V Clnd WOn f t have time to investigate.

APPENDIX C
In-basket E i.aluation Forms
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IN - BASKET RESPONDENT DATA SHEET

NAME

SEX

--------~-------------------------

COURSE ---------MAJOR AT F.T.U.
YEAR IN SCHOOL(check one)
Freshman

---------- Sophomore

---------

-----------------

INSTRUCTOR

----

---------

DATE-

Junior

---------- Senior

~-----

SKILL EVALUArriOJ FOR IN-BAS!\1.1' EXERCISE
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1. PREPARATION
Gets l.ots of evidence - - - - - - - - - - - - - Requires a m 1 numL~ of
before making. decisions.S
3
1 d a t a b e f ore ~a k ing
decisions.

2. RAPIDITY
Appears to have made
quick decisions.

3.

TI~·!E

5

4. DEGREE OF

5

5

3

1

6. PLANNIJ.IG

3

1

Indecisive; se~~s
unwilling to be
definite. Push~s
responsibility up\.te..rd.

3

1

Slow to see a problem
or to grasp its
significance.

3

1

Shows no evidence
of planning be~ore
taking action.

& ORGANIZiriG

Well organized)
systematic. Carefully
plans before taking
action.

5

DELEGATIO~I

Delegates well.
Assigns responsibility-----------------------to others for getting
5
3
1
tasks done.
EFFECTIVEnESS

Gets things done
through others.
9~

Strictly a here-andno,.-~ person.
D~esn' t
seem to consider
future implicatior.s.

PROBLEI~ JUL~LYSIS

Perceptive, analytical.
Goes right to the
heart of the problem.
5

8.

Slow to make up mind.
Has a tendency to put
off decisions.

COt-11~1IT~·1ENT

Seems very decisive;
Appears to take
responsibility for
decisions.

7.

1

PERPEC'TIVE

Sensitive to future
implications. Danonstrates unusual
foresight.

5.

3

5

1

Not effective in getting
things accomplished.

3

1

Disregards feelings and
reactions of others.

3

1

Cannot express reactions
adequately in ·. ;-ri t ing.

3

ATTITUDE TOHARD OTHERS
Too open to feelings

5

and ideas of others.
10. \~RITTEIJ COt·UrUNICATIOII

Can communicate effectively in writing.

•

5

Can't delegate. Does
work without giving
responsibility to
others.
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IN-BASKET EVALUATION
1. SENSITIVITY
This dimension includes time perspective, . the ability to perceive
future implicatio~s; problem analysis, the ability to perceive
and analyze . problems; and attitude toward others, the response
to fee~ings and ideas of others.
Is highly sensitive
to all aspects of
the situation.

I

I

I

6

I

5

I

4

I

3

I

2

1

Demonstrates low
sensitivity to
all aspects of
the situation.

2. ORGANIZING & PLANNING
This dimension includes preparation skills, systematic approaches to
problem-solving, and ability to assign responsibility and delegate
to others.

.!.,..1_...,-...:...1__...:.1_~~1...____~1__.:....1-~1
6
5
4
3
2
1
Shows no

Carefully plans and
organizes prior to
taking action.

3~

evidence of
planning prior
to taking action.

DECISION MAKING
This dimension includes rapidity, the willingness to make quick
decisions given adequate data; decisiveness, the willi.n gness to
stand by ·one's decisions; and effectiveness in getting things
accomplished.

Illustrates high
degree of decisionmaking skills.

4.

I

6

I

5

I

I

4

3

I

I
2

I
1

Shows no skill
in making
decisions ..

WRITTEN COMMUNICATION
General impressions of person's verbal ability to communicate
including style and clarity.

Can communicate
effectively
in writing

I

1

1

f

I

I

I

L..____,.6__t.~_5_L-__,4r--...L..---::-3~~-;:2~~--:1~

Cannot communicate effectively
in writing •
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ROLE - PLAYING SCRIPT
Company: Technical Personnel Corp.
President: David Adams
Vice-President

Personnel: Alan Driscoll

Vice-President

Sales: Ted Johnson

Personnel Manager

Aerospace: Rudy Forster

Personnel Manager

Commercial: Jack Jonas

Personnel Manager

Telephone Interconnect: Lee Brydges
Background

This company employs technical personnel who are placed on
assignments in clients' facilities.

Employees remain on the payroll

of Technical Personnel Corporation and function as specialty consultants to the clients.

Positions are generally referred to as "jobs";

"resumes" are submitted by people seeking placement, and sales are
referred to in terms of "job requirements".

"Proposals" are submitted

to potential clients who either reject or accept them.

If proposals

are accepted, sales reports are submitted to personnel (one of the
three divisions) whose responsibility it is to fill the jobs.

Salaries

are minimal with large commissions paid to salesmen for jobs filled .
Travel and expenses are paid -- referred to as "per diem".

Two roles are enacted:
1) Supervisor: Alan Driscoll --providing feedback to a
subordinate, the telephone interconnect personnel
manager.
2) Subordinate: Lee Brydges -- There are three people in
Lee's department ~ Lee, Ed, and Joe.
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SCRIPT
Supervisor: Good morning, Lee. How are you?
Lee: Fine, fine, thanks. Lovely day.
Supervisor: Obviously, we're not here to talk about the weather. We
both know we're blessed to live in Central Florida with this
gorgeous weat·her.
Lee: That's true. I notice that you're meeting today with just me.
I wonder what happened to Jack and Rudy. Thought they'd be here,
too. What's happened? Where are they?
Supervisor: Jack and Rudy are busy taking care of what they know best.
We've given you the responsibility of taking care of what you know
best. Namely, the Telephone Interconnect aspect of the business.
As you know, this is a critical area as we've had a dropoff in
aerospace and commercial sales. We've been counting heavily in
the picku~ of placement so we could hold our own overall, and
hopefully gain.
Lee: I tell you, we're realiy swamped with work. I've even have my
guys working overtime.
Supervisor: That sounds great; but, we measure performance with
results, not with efforts.
Lee: To tell the truth, I have been noticing the people coming
in late. When questioned as to why they're coming in late, they
give me all sorts of excuses. I'm not sure what to do about it.
I've told them I'm going to start docking them, but how can we
do that? We really want a cooperative group working together,
not a group under stress and duress caused by threats. Working
cooperatively we can fill more requirements. I'm glad we have
all the requirements in my division, but I definitely think
we're under-staffed.
Supervisor: Sounds like a crock to me! I've never cared whether
someone comes in at 8:30 or 9:00. The measure of performance
is the amount of work they accomplish while they're here.
Putting in time doesn't accomplish the work. I expect you to
govern these people accordingly. Make sure the work gets done.
Time is not a factor. If you have to stay til midnight every
day of the week, I couldn't care less. I'm paying you, and I'm
paying you WELL to do the job that has to be done. We have
salesmen out there making promises that we can send people to
Jamaica and to Puerto Rico, and they come back in here and you
say, "Sure, we can do it". Then you let them fall flat on their
faces. They're the ones who have to go out in the field and
face the clients to get the business which pays YOUR salary.
Lee: Do you think that since aerospace and connnercial have dropped
off they can each send somebody over to help out in my department?
It sure would make the load easier on my staff. They have been
having some problems at home in addition to the overload at work.
I'd really hate to see them quit. While personal problems aren't
our concern, there's no doubt they effect output. One of my
staff has been drinking a little too much. He's been seen

around town quite a bit. His work seems O.K. - the resumes he
sends out seem fine; but, I was wondering if I should speak to
him about it. What do you think?
Supervisor: I don't think that has anything to do with our conversation. What we're talking about is more important than this
problem pertaini~g to only one man. I'm paying you, and paying
you well for taking care of an area of responsibility. If you're
not capable of taking care of your personnel and their related .·.
problems along with carrying out your other responsibilities,
maybe you're the wrong person for the job.
Lee: Now you know that's not true. I feel the problems now are due
to an overload that our schedule is not prepared to handle. We
have been filling some. jobs; and more than our department has
ever done previously. The major problem is the number of unfilled
jobs -- which I still feel is primarily due to being understaffed.
The personal problems the men are having -- car, wife·, drinking,
may not be our problem; however, as soon as they effect a man's
work I contend they do become our problems. I, too, have been
busy trying to fill job requirements and can't really devote
any time to discussing their problems with them. I had hoped to
discuss this with Jack and Rudy today to see if they could spare
somebody to help us over this period. Maybe you know.
Supervisor: Obviously, I know. We're in a very competitive industry,
where overhead is a key factor. We cannot afford to hire more
people to do the work. We must get more work out of the people
we have. If they have personal problems, I've always had an
open door policy, and I'd be more than happy to try to help them
solve their problems, but I feel the situation today goes far
deeper than that. I feel you're letting this get out of control;
that you're not responding to the pressure which is to be expected
intermittantly in this business.
Lee: Well, what would you have me do? I'm open to suggestions. My
department has not had to respond to this much pressure before.
We're really swamped.
Supervisor: Maybe that's because you let efficiency slide when there
wasn't any pressure. Perhaps you've been lax in keeping up with
routine work and in requiring your subordinates to work
systematically.
Lee: Do you think we need more stringent guidelines?
Supervisor: I think possibly we need someone else to take care of
this.
Lee: Look~ I've been here seven years and never have had any major
problems. Under normal conditions my department~ with m~ in
charge of three other people, has functioned sat1sfactor1ly. I
realize you're having financial problems, but still feel we may
be able to ease my workload with some assistance from those
departments whose requirements are falling off. I'd be glad
to train anyone who could be transferred.
Supervisor: That sounds good but let's look at the facts. We did
$3 million commercial and only $250,00 was in Interconnect.
How can you sit there and tell me you nee~ more p:op~e than they?
They're working day . and night. The same 1s true 1n aerospace.
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Lee: Wait . just a minute! You're g1v1ng me last year's figures. If
we fill all our requirements in Interconnect, we'll far exceed
commercial. With a little additional staff, I feel we can do
this. I know you didn't call me in here today to discuss replacing
me, but rather to help locate the problem in my department.
You say I shoulfrn't trouble myself about the ·personal problems
of any staff, but I feel this is what's hampering their output.
They seem to be seeking help from me, in that the stress of the
workload is making matters worse and I had hoped that you would
be of some assistance.
Supervisor: Maybe you should fire one of them and tell the other two
to work that much harder or their turn would come. Maybe we can
get a little more productivity that way.
Lee: Do you really think that would help?
Supervisor: It might; you know your people better than I do.
Lee: I thought the answer would be to get another person to help us
out.
Supervisor: Right now, what I'm telling you is this --You're not
getting one other person. You might replace all three people,
but I see no reason to provide additional manpower when the
department is working inefficiently with the people you have
right now. Possibly we can put these people on some kind of
incentive bonus. Maybe reducing their base salary and increasing
percentage of sales based on filled requirements will get them
moving.
Lee: I'll look into that. What about the personal problems? Should
I get involved?
Supervisor: Obviously, we're in the personnel business. All we have
to sell is our image, predicated upon our staff. All we have to
sell to our prospective employees are the people we already have
working for us. They are our best advertisement. If we surround
ourselves with incompetent, inefficient people, all we're doing
is setting up more problems out in the field.
Lee: I have been satisfied with both Jim and Bill. I think I can
handle this personal problem situation with them so that they
come in on time and are willing to stay as late as necessary. I
feel we definitely need some more resumes so that we can handle
the requirements and send the c;lients more resumes ··from ·~which
to select. But, I'm not sure why we've been having such a high
rejection rate. The ones we submit should fill the requirements
very satisfactorily. Maybe there's a communication gap in the
technical jargon of the telephone interconnect business that our
salesmen aren't aware of. Do you think they may be misinterpreting
some .of ~he facts?
Supervisor: Lee, when I hired you, you professed to be an expert
in this area. It's your responsibility to see that our sales
staff is fully informed of all technicalities. Perhaps there
have been some technical changes. Th~e are books, courses
that can be taken, people you can talk to, to keep you u~ to. date.
Let's look at this practically. Maybe there is a commun1cat1on
lapse here. Try going along with the salesmen next t .ime to assess

the situation fo~ yourself. Don't take the secondhand .word of
a sa.les rep?rt or sor..e verbage that a salesman spits .o ut at you
because he wants to get a sales co1mnission. Go ¥ri th him. I
put each department head in the three .d ifferent areas on an
i~centi ve plan ·. -· The only way you're gqing t~ make any real
money with this co:-1-:;a.ny is by perfOP-ming. The bonus for your
department, for both you and your staff, is predicate~ upon the
depar·tment 'S · output. R~member, t he only "ray \-re make money is
by putting peop le t o work and the better the people we put to
work, the better the advertisement, the longer they'll s t ay,
an~ the more s~tisfied the client will be and more willing to
give u.s rene\-rc.ls. On the other side of the coin, if our people
aren't happy here, they'll go to work for one of our competitors
and then where are we? He have to fill a job twice. Thfs is
all assuming the rat es are equitable. Are you having any problem
with the rates the salesmen are bringing in?
Lee: That is one o: the problem areas. ~~en we finally do get a
requirement ~illed, the applicant frequently is unwilling to
leave Florida. I think the problem is with the per diem rates.
'rhe employees are willing to travel within the state but are unvrilling_ to locate elsewhere. The job in Chicago, specifically,
is really tough to fill. I've considered requesting special
recruiting money and setting up interviews temporarily in Chicago .
This "Yrould min.:.mize per diem and moving problems; but, I know
it's competitive up there and I hate to expend the extra ·money.
I recall past experiences in Los Angeles and Phoenix ".-reren' t
too good, so I've rejected this idea. As you know, 1m open to
suggestion. HoT..rever, the major problem, as I see it, is still
understaffing. Hot only are we receiving more requirements to
fill; but also, only six percent of submitted resunes are being
accepted whereas two months ago over ten percent were being
accepted. This puts even more pressure on my department as
more work must be performed to accomplish the sa."!le results.
Supervisor: Possibly the a.ns tler is not increased resume submissions.
We're not in the resume business; we're in the personnel plac eme nt
business. Maybe you can effectively work out a joint progr am wi th
sales to come up with conpetitive prices to sell the job and our
ability to perf~~. Teen we can get requirements for an X
amount of people to fill a job rather than giving the client the
option to hire individuals. Then you can hire the proper man to
fill the job and eliminate all procedures inyolved with resume
· submission. By changing the format, you can eliminate four to
five contacts with the applicant plus the time delay involved
between initial contact and ultimate hiring. It's during this.
interval that the annlic~nt finds other alternatives and then lS
reluctant to acceot-~ur offer. Perhaps the way to go is to
replace the specific corn.."1litments sales have been getting, with
general ones.
1

..
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Lee: Do you want me ~o call a meeting ~ith sales?
Supervisor: I think you should sit do-,:~ with sales and explore the
idea. It's got to cost less money ~_ver ~_~lacement gcl·~a
' •~o +·n·
~,_ lS
rou t e
than the other one. You've been tal~~ing to a..nd evaluating 100
people to hire sfx. This alterr.~te way co~ld be much nore
productive.
Lee: Let me ask you another q_uestio:: tten. Do Y.ou thi::k Al and
John from sales vTill be recepti·.re -:0 d.:!.scussing this ·,r:!.th me?
Since you're suggesting· a mana~e~~~t ctange, would~'t i~ be
better coming frcm you?
Supervisor: That's not necessa!':f. I':= su:-e they'd be ccoperati''e
in discussing any ideas thet would i~crease sales, as ttey're
strictly on a COiT:mission. Any i:1c2.~ease in sales ciirectly effects
them and I'm su~e they'd be will in; to make sc:r..e cr~an.ses if you
can explain the advantages. We're not a paper ~ill a~d if
changing the approach will increase cusiness, I'm s ure tney'll
·agree. You can even suggest our placi~g a nan in t~e c~ient's
facility for a b!'ief tirr;.e, say e.b:)·.lt a ,..ree}:, to see if ot;.r
selection is acceptable. There a:-e several pcssibilit:es that
can be explored. I'm sure you'll be c:.ble to solve tte problerr•.
You can even tell the client he is~'t responsible for ~a)~ent
unless he is satisfied. Do you ha7e that nuch confidence in you:staff to take on this added respor.sibility? You'd really be
putting our money on the line, because we'd be legally respons~b~e
for his salary even if the client rejects him after the trial
period.
Lee: Since sales and I are not as .l:'a.-:.iliar as you ""'i th all the
legalities, wouldn't it be better ~o~ you to be present?
Supervisor: You should be fa~iliar . . You've been doing th:!.s job for
seven years. There are all kinds of publications you can refer
to and it's part of your job to keep abreast of thi~gs related to
your job. Don't leave 1vork every dc.y at 5 to play handball or
watch television or whatever.
Lee: You know I'm not a clock watc~e:-.
Supervisor: That's really not the po~~~. I~ your job re~uires
familiarity with legal corr:plicatic::s, then be fam.iliar with the:1.
Ho1.r you get the information is yc:.;.:- ~usiness.
Lee: Look, I'm willing to follow tt~c~;h ~ith this new co~cept,
just trying to establish the tost ef~e~tive nethod.
Supervisor: Lee, let's leave it lite this. Get togetter ~:!.th sales,
formulate some guidelines, and put do~m some ideas. Then come
back and we'll have a full blo~n ~eeting and miybe we'll be able
to resolve something.

APPENDIX E
Supervisory Behavior Description
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SUPERVISORY BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION
Purpose of the questionnaire
On the following pages is a list of items to be used to describe
supervisqry

behavior~

-

Each item describes a specific kind of behavior,

but does not ask you to judge whether the behavior is desirable or
undesirable.

Although some items may appear similar, they express

differences that are important in the description of leadership.
item should be considered as a separate description.
test of ability or consistency in making answers.

Each

This is not a

Its only purpose is

to make it possible for you to describe supervisory behavior as
accurately as you can.
DIRECTIONS
a. READ each item carefully.
b.

THI~TK

about how frequently the· leader
described.

~ngages

in the behavior

c. DECIDE whether the supervisor (A) always, (B) often, (C) occasionally,
(D) seldom, (E) never acts as described by the item.
d. DRAW A CIRCLE around one of the five letters ( A B C D E ) follow~ng
the item to show the answer you have selected.

= Always
B = Often
C = Occasionally
D = Seldom
E = Never

A
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A = f..l\-Tays
13 - Often

c

:::

Occ~sionnlly

D = Seldom
E

1. Supervisor

refuse~

to

:::

Never

~ive

in when confronted

A

B

c

D

E

2. Supervisor does personal favors for subordinates.

A

B

c

D

E

3 · Sup e ~.. vi so r e z pre :J s e s r..1 ;p r c- cia t ion for n j o b
dor:e.

A

B

c

D

E

A

B

c

D

E

5. Supervisor demands more than can be done.

A

B

C

D

E

6. Supervisor helps subordinates with their

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

8o Supervisor insists things must be done his/her way.

A

B

C

D

E

9. Supervisor sees that a subordinate is rewarded

A

B

C

D

E

10. Supervisor rejects suggestions for change.

A

B

C

D

E

11. Supervisor is apt to change dHties of first
line managers without first talking it over
with them.

A

B

C

D

E

12. Supervisor treats subordinates without considering
their feelings

A

B

C

D

E

13. Supervisor resists changes in ways of doing things.

A

B

c

D

E

subordinates.

A

B

c

D

E

15. Supervisor has reluctance in explaining his/her

A

B

c

D

E

16. Supervisor acts without consulting foremen.

A

B

c

D

E

17. Supervisor stresses the importance of high morale

A

B

c

D

E

,,.,it!

Ul •.>2..cl' Ct: ~~c.: nt.

4. Supervisor is easily

\ore 11

und~rstodd.

personal problems.

7. Supervisor is apt to stand up for first line
nar~ager

although it might result in unpopularity.

for a job well done.

14. Supervisor has tendency to

~ride"

actions.

among

c::mployees.

A

= Al~trays

B

= Often
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c = Occasionally

18. Superrisor backs

D

= Seldom

E

=

never-

fore~en in their actions.

A

B

c

D

E

A

B

c

D

E

20. ~u;e~~isor treats sutordinates as his/he: equal.

A

B

c

D

E

21.

su~e~:isor

criticizes a sneci:ic act rather than
a pa~~icular individual.

A

B

c

D

E

22.

Sune~visor

is willing to make changes

A

B

c

D

E

23.

Supe~ ~isor

A

B

c

D

E

A

B

c

D

E

A

B

c

D

E

A

B

c

D

E

19.

S'..:~~rviso;.~

w~e~

21~.

UD

is slo·. r to accept

ne~..r

ideas.

makes subordinates feel at ease
talking with then.

s~;errisor

is friendly and can be easily approached.

25. Su;errisor puts stggestions that are made by
subo~iinates

into operation.

26. Sunervisor is likely to get the approval of the
fore~en

on

i~portant ~atters

before going ahead.

27.

Supe~visor

encourages overtime work.

A

B

c

D

E

28.

su~ervisor

tries out his/her new ideas.

A

B

c

D

E

A

B

c

D

E

A

B

c

D

E

A

B

c

D

E

A

B

c

D

E

33. Sunervisor waits for forenentto push neJ ideas before A

B

c

D

E

29. SJpervisor rules with an iron hand.

31. Sune::isor talks about
32.

Sune~visor

ho~

much should be done.

encourages slow working
greate:!... effort

fore~en

to

he/ s!1e does.

34.

Su~ervisor assigns subordinates to particular tasks.

A

B

c

D

E

3 5.

~trc c!"ri sor

A

B

c

D

E

n.sks for sc..cri fi ce:s fro::1 s 1bordi n:1tes
for the good of tr . . t:r: tire de:l~~r t!:lent.
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E == Often
C = Occasionally

D = Seldom

E

36. Supervisl;r insists

= riever

tl: ::!.t subordinates follo,. r star:clard · A

B

E

\-lays of doine:S th i r·c; s in every de. ta;l.

37. Supervi ~) or sees to
Up

t

0

t h t::: i

l'

li

I '1 i

t

A

B

c

D

E

proble;.~s.

A

B

c

D

E

infor!~led on

A

B

c

D

E

A

B

c

D

E

i L t hut sutordi nut e s 2-re ·-torki ng

S •

38. Supervisor offers ne: -r D.l.)pron.ches to
39. Supervisor insists th a t he/she be
decisions m3.cle by for e t:l.en.

ltO. Supervisor lets other·s do their \-Tork the
think best.

\{2.]

they -

41.

Supervisor is apt to "needle" subord.fnates to
achieve greater effort.

A

B

c

D

E

42.

Supervisor decides in detail what should be done and
hou it should be done.

A

B

c

D

E

1~3.

Supervisor emohas i zes r:1eeting of deadlir.es

A

B

c

D

E

4lL Supervisor asks foremen \-lho have slow groups to get
more out of their broups.

A

B

c

D

E

45.

A.

B

c

D

E

Supervisor emphasizes the quantity of work.

Superversory Behavior Scoring Key
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ABC DE

ABCDE

0 1 2 3 4

24. 4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1. 0. -·

25. 4 3 2 1 0

3.

4 3 2 1 0

26. 4 3 2 1 0

4.

4 3 2 1 0

27. 4 3 2 1 0

5.

0 1 2 3 4

28. 4 3 2 1 0

6.

4 3 2 1 0

29. 4 3 2 1 0

7.

4 3 2 1 0

30. 4 3 2 1 0

8.

0 1 2 3 4

31. 4 3 2 1 0

9.

4 3 2 1 0

32. 4 3 2 1 0

10.

0 1 2 3 4

33. 0 1 2 3 4

11.

0 1 2 3 4

34. 4 3 2 1 0

12.

0 1 2 3 4

35. 4 3 2 1 0

13.

0 1 2 3 4

36. 4 3 2 1 0

14.

0 1 2 3 4

37. 4 3 2 1 0

15.

0 1 2 3 4

38. 4 3 2 1 0

16.

0 1 2 3 4

39. 4 3 2 1 0

17.

4 3 2 1 0

40. 0 1 2 3 4

18.

43 2

1 0

41. 4 3 2 1 0

19.

0 1 2 3 4

42. 4 3 2 1 0

20.

4 3 2 1 0

43 . 4 3 2 1 0

21.

4 3 2 1 0

44. 4 3 2 1 0

22.

43 2 1 0

45. 4 3 2 1 0

23.

43 2 1

1.
. 2.

~

0

APPENDIX F
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables
(Unweighted Means Solution)
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TABLE 5

TABLE 6

Summary of Analysis of Variance
In-Basket Exercise
Sensitivity

Summary of Analysis of Variance
In-Basket Exercise · ·
Organizing and Planning

Source of variancE

.ss. -·

Sex of Ratee (A)

.003

1 003

Sex of Ratee (A)

-559

1

.441

Sex of Rater (B)

.129

l

~118

Sex of Rater (B)

.229

1

.181

A X B

.113

1

~103

AXB

55.693

51

55.938

54

Within Cell
Total

df

ss

Source of variancE

F

2 ..449

Within Cell
Total

df

1 11.933

65.901

51

69.138

54

TABLE 7

TABLE 8

Summary of Analysis of Variance
In-Basket Exercise
Decision-making

Summary of Analysis of Variance
In-Basket Exercise
Written Communication

F

Source of variance

ss

.53

Sex of Ratee (A)

1.945

1 1.324

3.825

1 B. 01~

Sex of Rater (B)

12.002

± ~.173 ' ~'

1.641

1 11-.29

AXB

Source of variance

ss

Sex of Ratee (A)

.672

Sex of Rater (B)
AX B
Within Cell
Total

F

df

1

64.608

51

70.745

54

1

Within Cell
Total
Note. *p <...· 01

df

.003

1

74.895

51

78.845

54

F

.002
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TABLE 9
Summary of Analysis of Variance
Role-playing Group I
Consideration
~

Source of variance
--

ss

df

F

Sex of Ratee (A)

17.398

1

.172

Sex of Rater (B)

27.494

1

.273

133.776

1

1.326

4539.324

45

4717.992

48

A X B

Within Cell
Total

TABLE 10
Summary of Analysis of Variance
Role-playing Group I
Initiation of Structure

Source of variance

ss

df

Sex of Ratee (A)

195.101

1

3.956

Sex of Rater (B)

438.365

1

8.888*

1.408

1

.029

2219.329

45

2854.213

48

A X B

Within Cell
Total
Note.* p ...(. 01

F
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TABLE ll
Summary of Analysis of Variance
Role-playing Group II
Consideration
Source of variance

ss

df

F .·.

Sex of Ratee (A)

187.459

l

1.452

Sex of Rater (B)

19.077

1

.148

732.768

l

5.675*

6714.551

.52

7653.855

55

AXB
Within Cell
Total

* P<·05

Note.

TABLE 12
Summary of Analysis of Variance
Role-playing Group II
Initiation of Structure

Source of variance

ss

df

F

Sex of Ratee (A)

625.713

l

6.332*

Sex of Rater (B)

364.168

1

3.685

A XB

339-504

l

3.436

5138.543

52

6467.928

55

Within Cell
Total
Note. *p<.05
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TABLE 13
Interaction Effects for
Role-playing Group II
on Consideration

Simple Effect

Sum of Squares

df

F

Rater's sex for evaluations
of female ratees

ssb for al

1, 52

3.03

Rater's sex for evaluations
of male raters

ssb for a2

1, 52

3.4189

Ratee's sex on evaluations
by female raters

SS-a for bl

1, 52

7.93

Ratee's sex on evaluations
by male raters

ssa for b2

1, 52

Note.

*

p<.Ol

*

.3095
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